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How to Identify Orion & the Pleiades 

Image Credit: Stellarium 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Start with Orion’s belt, then look for shoulders/armpits and knees/feet; look for curve of stars on eastern side Taurus to PleiadesCan also use this grouping to identify other constellations: Gemini, Canis Major, Canis MinorNote Jupiter in constellation Gemini 



Greek Depictions of Orion & Pleiades 

Image Credit: Johann Bode, Uranographia 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Story of Orion fighting Taurus to get to the PleiadesOrion as the “original stalker”Sometimes depicted holding a shield, sometimes holding a lion’s peltImage from celestial atlas created in 1801 by Johann Bode, German astronomer, director of Berlin Observatory; goal was to show constellations with celestial accuracy as well as mythological artNote the celestial equator line crossing through Mintaka, the third star in Orion’s belt 



Brightest Stars in Orion 

 
 

Image Credit: Stellarium 

•Pronounced “BAIT-el-jooz” 
•10th century Arabic: yad al-
Jauza “hand of the giant” 
•European Middle Ages: 
translated into Latin as 
bedelgeuze 
•19th Century European: bat 
al-jauza “armpit of the 
giant” 
 
 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Directions for right and left refer to Orion’s “actual body” as if he is facing the observer from the skyRight Armpit: Betelguese (BAIT-el-jooz)Left Armpit: Bellatrix Left Foot: Rigel Belt Stars: Alnitak (al-NEE-tak), Alnilam (al-NEE-lam), MintakaRight Foot: Saiph (SAFE)Head: Meissa (MAY-sah)Sword: Nair al SaifM42 – Great Orion Nebula (Question about whether or not unaided eye observations of fuzziness are actually the nebula or unresolved Trapezeium cluster of stars inside nebula; see http://www.pbs.org/seeinginthedark/astronomy-topics/orion-nebula.html for more info)



Stars in Orion 

Space Telescope Science Institute Animation: 
http://youtu.be/lD-5ZOipE48  

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
About the Youtube animation:Published on Jan 29, 2013A scientific visualization of the Orion constellation as viewed from a three dimensional perspective. The true space distribution of the constellation is revealed by circling around the stars.��The camera begins with a pan across the sky to Orion. The lines of the stick figure constellation are drawn in, which unfortunately gives the viewer an impression of a 2D drawing. As the camera slowly begins to circle around the centroid of the stars, the stick figure quickly breaks into a long extended 3D structure. The camera backs up to keep the entire figure onscreen for the complete circle. At the end of the circle, the camera pushes forward to finish back at the location of the Earth/Sun.��Note that the stars are rendered with 3D distance dimming relative to the camera position. Stars get brighter or fainter as they are closer or farther from the camera viewpoint. Also, to avoid an obvious distraction, the Sun is not included in the visualization.��Credit: Frank Summers, Space Telescope Science Institute

http://youtu.be/lD-5ZOipE48


Pleiades 

Image Credit: NASA/ESA/AURA/Caltech  
Image Credit: Stellarium 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Asterism versus constellation (part of Taurus)Eyesight acuityOpen star clusterEasier to see if you don’t look at it directlyMessier 45 (M45)



Pleiades 

Image Credit: NASA/ESA/AURA/Caltech  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Hubble ImageText to news release: http://hubblesite.org/newscenter/archive/releases/2004/20/text/ 



Pleiades 

Image Credit: Metropolitan Museum of Art 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
“The Pleiades” 1885 oil painting by artist Elihu Vedder. Source/Photographer: Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York CitySeven Sisters Observed by many different cultures in both northern and southern hemispheres – very prominent due to declination in sky Nebra Sky Disk – bronze age (c. 1600 BCE)Japan – Subaru Hawaii – heliacal rising of Pleiades indicates start of Makahiki season (Makali’i hiki)



Pleiades 

Image Credit: Dbackman/Wikipedia 

Image Credit: Subaru Corporation 

Image Credit: Maui Magazine 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Observed by many different cultures in both northern and southern hemispheres – very prominent due to declination in sky Nebra Sky Disk – bronze age Germany (c. 1600 BCE)Japan – Subaru logo Hawaii – heliacal rising of Pleiades indicates start of Makahiki season (Makali’i “little eyes”); Captain Cook story; similarity to Maori in S. Hemisphere Australian Aborigines – seven sisters fleeing from man represented by Orion (possibly coincidental with Greek myth); other interpretations are seven sisters with glowing fire sticks 



Impact of Latitude on Observing 

• Latitude –  
– one of two coordinates 

that identify the location of 
a specific place on Earth 

– Measured from 0-90° 
North or South from 
equator 

• Declination  -  
– One of two coordinates 

that identify the location of 
a specific object on the 
celestial sphere 

Image Credit: HyperPhysics 



Berkeley, California, USA (Latitude: North 37° 52’) 
January 31, 2014, 9:00 p.m. PST 

Declination/Right Ascension:  
Mintaka -0° 17’, 5h 32m Betelguese  +7° 24’, 5h 55m Rigel  -8° 11’, 5h 15m 
 
Altitude/Azimuth:  
Mintaka 138° 01’, 43° 22’ Betelguese 46° 09’, 125° 01’ Rigel 38° 29’, 148° 05’ 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Declination & Right Ascension – One coordinate system for establishing a star’s position in the skyDeclination is similar concept to latitude in that 0° declination is equal to 0° latitude – i.e. the celestial equator is a projection of the terrestrial equatorCelestial objects north of the celestial equator have a positive (+) declination between 0-90°Celestial objects south of the celestial equator have a negative (-) declination between 0-90°For stars, declination and right ascension are fixed (planets, the sun and moon, comets, etc. are changeable)Altitude & Azimuth – Altitude and azimuth are another way of fixing coordinates of celestial objectChange according to latitude and change over the course of 24-hoursNOTE - The altitude and azimuth coordinates given in this presentation are for a specific moment in time – i.e. January 31, 2014, at 9:00 p.m. local timeNotice how Mintaka is on the celestial equator (0° declination)As seen from Berkeley, Mintaka rises due east, makes an arc across the sky and sets due westOrion appears to make an arc across the sky, with his head generally pointing upward towards the zenithFor best view of Orion, observer needs to be orientated towards southern direction NOTE: Maya sites are located in northern hemisphere



Quito, Ecuador (Latitude: South 0° 11’) 
January 31, 2014, 9:00 p.m. ECT 

Declination/Right Ascension:  
Mintaka -0° 17’, 5h 32m Betelguese  +7° 24’, 5h 55m Rigel  -8° 11’, 5h 15m 
 
Altitude/Azimuth:  
Mintaka 75° 18’, 269° 34’ Betelguese 78° 19’, 310° 48’ Rigel 69° 23’, 246° 41’ 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Notice that declination and right ascension are the same, but altitude and azimuth are differentAs seen from Quito, Mintaka rises due east, moves in a full semi-circle through zenith and sets due westRising and setting points are the same as in Berkeley, but the arc across the sky is differentOrion appears to the observer as though he is on his side (i.e. horizontal)For best view of Orion, observer needs to be orientated towards east, zenith and west



Santiago, Chile (Latitude: South 33° 27’) 
January 31, 2014, 9:00 p.m. CLST 

Declination/Right Ascension:  
Mintaka -0° 17’, 5h 32m Betelguese  +7° 24’, 5h 55m Rigel  -8° 11’, 5h 15m 
 
Altitude/Azimuth:  
Mintaka 50° 39’, 322° 47’ Betelguese 46° 08’, 335° 38’ Rigel 54° 33’, 309° 22’ 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Notice that declination and right ascension are the same, but altitude and azimuth are differentAs seen from Santiago, Mintaka rises due east, moves in an arc across the sky and sets due westRising and setting points are the same as in Berkeley, but the arc across the sky is differentOrion appears to the observer as though he is upside down (i.e. his head is pointing toward the ground)For best view of Orion, observer needs to be orientated towards northern direction 
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